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Open Session 08:30 - 10:46

1. Status and plans of the COMPASS Experiment Fulvio Tessarotto (Università e INFN Trieste (IT))
2. Status and plans of the NA63 Experiment Ulrik Uggerhoj (Aarhus University (DK))
3. Status and plans of the NA64 activities at the H4 electron beam line Paolo Crivelli (ETH Zurich (CH))
4. Status and plans of the NA64 activities at the M2 muon beam line Laura Molina Bueno (ETH Zurich (CH))
5. Status and plans of the NA65 Experiment Akitaka Ariga (Universitaet Bern (CH))
6. End of the Open Session
7. Break

Closed Session 11:15 - 15:55

1. Minutes, Report from the Chair, Matters arising Jordan Nash
2. Accelerators Rende Steerenberg
3. Experimental areas Johannes Bernhard
4. PS and SPS schedules Henric Wilkens
5. News from BASE Martina Knoop, Thomas Udem
6. Annual review of COMPASS Marco Contalbrigo, Daniel Boer, Alexander Milov
7. Update from the M2 Working Group Gunar Schnell
8. Annual review of the NA64 Experiment Lau Gatignon, Marco Contalbrigo, Marcella Bona
9. Annual review of the NA63 Experiment Urs Wiedemann, Roberto Santorelli, Gunar Schnell, Lau Gatignon, Marco Contalbrigo, Klaus Helbing
10. Annual review of the NA65 Experiment Jens Osterhoff, Arnaud Ferrari, Marco Selvi, Arnaud Ferrari, Giuliana Fiorillo, Daniel Boer, Alexander Milov, Klaus Helbing, Jens Osterhoff, Urs Wiedemann
11. News from CAST
12. News from P-366 (MadMax)
13. News from EOI-019 (NA60+)
14. News from I-253 (Gamma Factory)
15. AOB